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Ekanta, new residential complex nestled in North town, offers calm and serenity to every apartment.
The project is located in Chennai and offers studio apartments of size 650 sq. ft to suit all your
requirements. Ekanta is a perfect residential destination for those who want to dwell amidst the
nature. The complete project has earthquake resistant RCC framed structure and round the clock
security that ensure complete safety of your loved ones. Situated away from the city, the complex
offers serene environment which offers your complete peace of mind. Ekanta is a unique residential
complex that helps you connect to your inner self.

The whole complex is the result of the unparalleled hard work and devotion of the world famous
engineers and designers for offering unmatched feeling of pleasure and soothing life. The project
has a grand designer finishing like, the floors are designed with vitrified tiles, the inner & outer walls
are painted with oil bound distemper and good quality exterior paint respectively. Kitchens are
designed with ceramic tile flooring with selected ceramic tiles and granted with granite counter with
stainless steel sink and seasoned hardwood frames with flush and polish veneer flush doors are
increasing the remarkable beauty of these magnificent apartments. At the same time the apartments
have earthquake resistant structure so that it can be able to protect you from the hard time of
natural disaster. It also has outstanding and amazing finishing. Ekanta Chennai residential
development will always be acknowledged for its incredible architectural works.

North Town is a combined scheme of two real estate firms- Unitech Group and Arihant Foundations,
in association with PVP Ventures Ltd. United Group is working hard for providing the dream land to
their respected clients. They are basically known for the matchless creations and developing the
world class structures. They are working on creating commercial, residential and office places. They
have a wonderful working professional team who are working day and night to provide you the
exclusive land of dreams in the most affordable rates.

Arihant Foundations and Housing Ltd. founded by Shri. Navratanji Lunawath and has a great
experience of 3 decades in real estate industry. With creation of more than 6 million sq. ft. of land to
its credit, the Group is motivated hard to bring a pioneering revolution in the trends through their
exclusive architectural ideas.

PVP Ventures Ltd, in association with the former two is developing a township in Chennai. With the
headquarters in Chennai, the Group is one of the fastest growing players in Urban Infrastructure,
energy and media.

The whole township North Town is spread over a large land area of 70 acres lush green landscape
and surrounded with very vital natural beauty that is calling to enjoy the console and peace with the
remarkable touch of Mother Nature. This exclusive residential project is offering the choice of 1
bedroom studio apartments with elegance and spacious living and where you can create your own
palace of dreams. At the same time the whole development is surrounded with the convenient
proximity of the renowned working, educational, commercial places and hospitals that will keep you
away from the irritating traffic jam and you can reach to your destination in time. With the amazing
amenities in North Town Ekanta, such as, club house, well equip gym, central landscaping,
swimming pool, play area for kidâ€™s and much more, which are not only dazzling in itself but will also
fill the entire life of the owners with consoling harmony and unmatched happiness. For more:

http://www.investinnest.com/c-ekanta-chennai.htm.
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Investinnest - About Author:
InvestInNest is a Professional India Property consultant to provide the service to Mostly NRI, to
invest money in booming real estate sector of India since last 10 years. Learn more at a North Town
Ekanta.
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